POWERMATE TO T-RING ADAPTER INSTRUCTIONS

Overview
The Powermate T-Ring Adapters allow imaging through Powermate lens assemblies. The adapters are different for the 2x and 4x and the same for the 2.5x and 5x models. However, the installation instructions are basically the same for all.

Steps
1. Unscrew black barrel of the 2x Powermate, or top half of black barrel of the 2.5x, 4x or 5x Powermate and set aside.
2. There is only one way for the Powermate T-Ring Adapter to fit on the Powermate lens assemblies: through an internal thread on one side of the T-Ring Adapter. Slip this over the top of the Powermate lens assemblies and screw together tight.
3. Thread your camera’s T-Ring onto the T-Ring Adapter. Attach camera body. 
   
   or

4. Any couplings for CCD cameras with female T-threads can be threaded onto the T-Ring Adapter.
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